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The new pricelist is valid from Jan 1st, 2023 until its
cancellation or introduction of a new edition. Hereby,
all pricelists issued with an earlier date expire.

WP-09Trolley for patients transport type  WP-09.0 with 2 section pallet, 
Standard construction
• The stretcher pallet is X-ray translucent. Tray for X-ray cassette
WW-24.0
• The stretcher is made of steel sections covered with epoxy
polyester powder paint in RAL 9002 colour resistant to scratches and
disinfectant agents
• Back rest segment is adjusted with the use of gas springs with
blockade
• Base of the stretcher is protected with ABS covers in RAL 9002
colour. It is possible to place an oxygen bottle on the stretcher base
• The stretcher pallet consists of two segments with mattress and
basket designed for storing the patient belongings. Bumpers fixed in
corners of the pallet protect it against a damage
Stretcher features
• Height adjustment of the pallet and Trendelenburg, reverse
Trendelenburg tilts are carried out with the use of hydraulic actuators
adjusted by foot levers
• The WP-09 stretcher is equipped with four wheels with a central
blockade. There is a possibility of fixing the fifth wheel. One of the
wheels is a directional wheel and enables moving the stretcher
forward
• Big diameter of wheels (200 mm) facilitates manoeuvring the
stretcher 
• Head board is quickly removable  
without side rails

3 850

PB-10.4Safe drop side rails with push handles from head side 260

PB-15.5Side rails varnished (1pair)  CPB1505W1 300

PB-15.6Side rails chromium plated (1pair) 455
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WK-16.0Drip bottle holder /chromium plated hooks/  105

WW-12.0Patient fastening belt  (1 set) 90

WW-25.0Fifth wheel 410

WW-11.0Shelf for monitor 205

WL-18.2Plastic hook for fluids (1 pce) 15

Mattress for trolley WP-09, thickness 10 cm 205
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